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Brethren,
I hope the April showers have been good to your plants and lawns, I now have
a new batch of dandelions to keep the bee’s very busy for a while.
The month of April seemed to fly by. The five Official Visits and one Installation
went without a hitch. We were also treated to the Past Grand Senior Wardens
Degree Team hosted by Wexford Lodge conferring a First Degree. A very
memorable evening and one I am quite sure that the candidate will never
forget!
May seems to be a little less congested with only two Official Visit’s to Wexford
and Friendship lodges and an Installation at The Beaches Lodge. Don’t forget
we have the District Devine Service on Sunday, May 7th at the Pickering
Village United Church. Please assemble at 10am. Friends and family are
always welcome and regalia is to be worn.
The last official event is our Spring District Meeting on Saturday May 27th in

Claremont. Coffee at 9 and the meeting will start at 9:30. This will also be our
presentation of the District Awards. Brethren, submissions for the District
Awards are now closed. V.W. Bro. Greig King and his chairmen will be
processing the applications and making their decisions prior to the 27th. Good
luck to all those who have submitted.
In my last message, I reviewed the Grand Lodge programme, Friend to Friend.
I will continue this month with the Mentors programme.
The purpose of the Mentor Programme is to ensure that every candidate is
properly instructed in the fundamentals of the Craft. It consists of a series of
four lectures, pamphlets and an instructional guide to assist the Mentor in
administering each section of the program.
In the first meeting, the applicant is given the first Mentor lecture “The
Candidate” along with Booklet “For the Information of the Man who has
Expressed an Interest in Masonry” and the pamphlet “What is Freemasonry”
are given after the lodge has given a favourable ballot and prior his Initiation.
In the second meeting, as soon after his initiatiation as possible, he is given
Booklet “1” (The Entered Apprentice), the pamphlets, Charity and “To a Mason
‘s Family” and the second Mentor lecture entitled “The Entered Apprentice
Mason”. The meeting, is intended to familiarize the new E.A. on several things
including: the symbology of the degree, the Working Tools, the Officer’s chairs
and duties, signs, tokens and words of the First degree, instruction on opening
and closing, Lodge room etiquette, explanation and demonstration of The
Grand Honours and the format of the ballot.
The third meeting, occurs as soon as possible after his second degree. He
should receive Booklet “2” The Fe and the Blood Donor pamphlet and the third
Mentor Lecture entitled “The Fellowcraft” Mason. Once again symbology of the
working tools is explained along with demonstration of signs, tokens and words
and instruction in opening and closing in the First and Second degrees. Provide
an overview and explanation of the District Trestle board and the committee
structure.
The fourth Meeting occurs as soon as possible after his third degree. Ensure
that the Master Mason has received Booklet “3” (The Master Mason) and the
pamphlet “A Guideline on Discussing I in Masonry. He will be given a copy of
the fourth Mentor Lecture “The Master Mason”. Explain the symbology of the
working tools and stress the use of Ecclesiastes XII. Review the five points of
fellowship and demonstrate the signs, tokens and words and coming to order in
the Third Degree. Instruct in the opening and especially the closing and review
the same in the previous degrees.
The Mentor Guidelines and Lectures are available from your District Chairman.
The pamphlets are available from Grand Lodge through your Lodge Secretary. I
hope this quick explanation of how the Mentor programme works will illustrate
how easy this is to implement in your own lodge, not only to assist your new
members but also as a refresher for the more senior members.
Brethren, I look forward to greeting you all personally in the district this month.
May the Great Architect of the Universe look over us all and protect us in all our
endeavours.
Fraternally,
R.W. Bro. Gerald J. Newall.
District Deputy Grand Master, Toronto East District
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Around and About
(News & Notices)

NOTICE: Hiram’s Lighthouse is currently looking to expand its Editorial Board, should you or someone
you know be a good candidate, please contacts the editor at hiramslighthouse@gmail.com with a brief
bio.

On behalf of "The Guardians" 2014 S. W. Group, we would like to express our thanks to all the Chili Cook
Off competitors, Trivia challengers, volunteers and brethren, friends and families who participated in the
4th Annual T.E.D. Chili Cook Off & Trivia Challenge, held at Chisolm Temple on Sat. March 25th.
Congratulations to this years Chili Cook Off Grand Champion Aziz Ozbek
followed by Dan Fellows in 2nd and The Trivia Challenge was won by 2nd and Craig McOuat in 3rd place.
Special thanks to Fred Bryant and to hold our event.
It was great afternoon had by all
family and friends with some friendly competition and amazing chili entries.

Once again, on behalf of "The Guardians" , thank you and hope to see you all next year.
W.Bro. Russ Richardson
Event Coordinator
"The Guardians" 2014 S.W. Group

This Month in History

May 1, 1707 - Great Britain was formed from a union between England and Scotland. The union included
Wales which had already been part of England since the 1500's. The United Kingdom today consists of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
Birthday - Italian writer and statesman Niccolo Machiavelli (1469-1527) was born in Florence, Italy.
May 6, 1527 - The Renaissance ended with the Sack of Rome by German troops as part of an ongoing
conflict between the Hapsburg Empire and the French Monarchy.

Please take the time to log in and review the new Grand Lodge website.
www.grandlodge.on.ca

Nature & Science

Tomorrows co-worker's in the manufacturing sector?
Scientists have discovered that wax worms can eat plastic bags. Could that help us reduce plastic
pollution?

Just the facts please, I don't have time for nonsense.
Q. Green economy??? All the economy needs is deregulation, isn't it?
A. Apparently not, MIT Professor Stephen M Meyer states "job growth – not job loss – is associated with
stronger environmental policies... ...The odds that environmentalism could be negatively associated with
job losses at the state level are extremely poor: slightly more than one to thirty one. We can safely reject
the notion that state environmentalism resulted in economically meaningful job losses... [in fact] ...The ten
states with the strongest environmental policies appear to have experienced annual employment growth
rates almost 0.6% above those of the ten states with the weakest environmental policies...."
Q. Ok treehugger, any other tidbits of wisdom?
A. "Surprisingly annual business failure rates during the recession among states with stronger
environmental policies were less than those for states with weaker environmental policies."
Q. Now hold on Sir, this doesn't make any sense, can you please dumb it down for me?
A. "environmental deregulation cannot be expected to produce measurable economic benefits at the state
level. While individual firms, businesses, and industries might accrue specific benefits, the overall impact
on the state economy will not be noticeable."
Q. Hang on this has been known for how long? The late 80's, early 1990's?

This doesn't have anything to do with another story that has quietly disappeared in Canada,
but recently resurfaced in the United States does it?
So let me get this straight, filter through the "possibly misinformed" political rhetoric and essentially what's
happening is "individual" business people "might accrue specific benefits" at the expense of a) the planet
and b) everyone on it.
One or two slip ups maybe, but there's no way that kind of nonsense could have intentionally gone on for
over 30 years, there must be some mistake.
So a few politicians might be a tad shortsighted and enthusiastic regarding a pet project, but they couldn't
possibly get in the way of economic growth could they? Wouldn't that be like shooting yourself in the foot?
Q. Well what are the facts then?
A. It has been estimated that recycling, re-use, and composting creates six to ten times as many jobs as
waste incineration and landfills.
Q. If there's profit involved surely the private sector can figure it out, "invisible hand" and all that.
A. ... companies are promising to use more recycled materials in their products. It’s a nice idea, but
surprisingly hard to achieve...
So, Walmart, Coca-Cola and eight other big companies have created a $100m Closed Loop Fund, which
offers zero- and low-interest loans to cities and recycling companies for everything from better bins to
more efficient sorting plants.
Q. Well that's encouraging. What are the local politicians doing about it?
A. ...Part of the problem is that America’s approach to waste is a mess of incompatible local systems.
Around 9,800 different municipal recycling plants operate around the country, and they all follow different
rules....
So based on this model, one could make the case for a systemic pattern of either a) shortsighted stupidity,
or b) rampant self-serving corruption throughout political society.
Q. Moving on... what needs to be done?
A. Recycling markets need to be developed right here in the US.... 'er hello Ontario?
Q. Have there been any successful case studies?
A. In September 2015, the City of Dallas awarded a 15-year contract, to one of Europe's largest Materials
Recycling Facilities (MRF) operators... [the] proposal was the only one seven deemed to guarantee
positive financial value to the City ($22.8 million over the initial 15-year contract term).
Q. It will all come together eventually right? I mean, it's basic theory and these are educated
people. It's not like we're waiting for pigs to fly, or bugs to play soccer?
Q. Ok treehugger... you got my attention. If your girlfriend, Mother Nature, is so smart, when monkeys
make decisions that effect the group, how do they handle those that either just don't get it, or prove to
be less than altruistic?
A. They throw their feces

Anyone??? Anyone???

The Arctic Ocean is a dead end for floating
plastics
“We should properly manage the plastic waste at its source... ...Once the plastic enters the ocean, its
destination and impacts are uncontrollable.”

Leadership Development

Pathocracy... like it or not, all responsible organizations need
systems in place to support harmony, and help tomorrows leaders
flourish.

It doesn’t matter whether you’re talking about Democrats or Republicans (or on a Temple Board, Parent
Teachers Association, or Charity board) "Politicians are more likely than people in the general population
to be sociopaths..."
Ok great so what do they want... ...researchers report that part of the answer may be hypersensitivity to
rewards, which may create a pathological drive for money, sex, and status.
10 % of the U.S. population has BPD and/or NPD.
Take another look at: your friends, coworkers, mechanics, doctors, leaders... the person next to you on the
bus. That means that roughly 1 in every ten people are pathologically driven.
No wonder so many human organizations, institutions, businesses and countries, can't meet goals, fail to
meet the needs of their populace, or simply follow through with stated policies and agendas.
Have our organizations been hijacked by pathological anti-socials? Can this be the simple reason world
peace is so illusive?
M.E. Thomas, a sociopath, wants you to understand she enjoys manipulating and “ruining”
people. Psychopathic individuals damage the morale and culture of a workplace, often undermining the
job satisfaction and engagement of their colleagues and employees.
So what's a healthy 'er normal person to do?
Amy Gallo, a HBR contributing editor says when we enter a conflict, we have a natural stress response to
when our needs or wants are threatened that we become naturally narcissistic. We focus on ourselves,
who we are, what we want, how we feel slighted, when really the most effective thing is to focus on the
other person.
So you want to ask yourself... ...What is their goal? What are they thinking? What’s the rationale for what
they’ve put forward so far?... And really invest in understanding them, not out of kindness or generosity.
It’s a strategic play to say, OK, if I understand where they’re coming from, I’m going to be able to better
resolve this and ideally get what I need from the situation.
Michael Woodworth, a professor of psychology at the University of British Columbia, states “We can also
conclude that it is very likely that the qualities that allow these people to successfully charm, manipulate,
intimidate, or exploit others appear to require a live, in-person audience.”
So, go online if you can.

Firstly, not being able to take advantage of their opponent’s weaknesses via a visual medium proved a
huge problem for those with darker personalities. Secondly, it appears that their negotiating language is
considered to be quite hostile without a manipulating visual component alongside it. Lastly, those who
don’t belong on the dark triad spectrum will feel more comfortable negotiating online rather than face-toface.

So whats a healthy 'er normal organization to do?

"My advice to organizations would be to try not to hire them", says Cynthia Mathieu, a professor at
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières.
The most widely used selection method is still the unstructured interview. This is very dangerous, because
psychopaths excel at unstructured interviews. They are charming, manipulative and they look good.
These individuals glitter, but they are definitely not gold in the long-term.
As an organizational best practice, provide better screening tools for front line decision makers. The
Business Scan (B-Scan) "a measure of behaviors, attitudes and business judgments that are relevant to
performance in business situations".
Get Insured Senior managers of financial companies have what is called "fiduciary duty" -- a legal
obligation to act in the best interests of their clients and investors rather than themselves. Here's the rub:
psychopaths simply cannot do that. They are medically impaired from acting in good faith on behalf of
others.
A 2012 study by the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners found that companies lose fully five per cent
of revenues to employee fraud each year, totaling $400 billion in the U.S. and $3.5 trillion
worldwide, A survey of 500 Certified Fraud Examiners found that between 2008 and 2009, workplace
fraud incidents increased by 55 per cent, and losses by 49 per cent. Almost 90 per cent of these experts
felt that fraud levels would continue to rise in the future.
So what's on the other end of the spectrum...

According to Dr. Elaine Aron 15-20% of the population qualify as a highly sensitive person (HSP). A HSP
has "a sensitive nervous system, is aware of subtleties in his/her surroundings, and is more easily
overwhelmed when in a highly stimulating environment."
Dr. Tad Zeff, in an article for The Good Man Project, claims Sensitive Men can Save the Planet. "The
sensitive male has an important mission, which is to balance the aggressive behavior of some
nonsensitive males who treat humans, animals, and Mother Nature in a callous fashion... ...Males who
repress their emotions have created a planet on the brink of disaster, since many male world leaders
behave in a bellicose and combative manner rather than exhibiting compassionate and
cooperative behaviour... ...By embracing the diversity of human experience—including masculine
sensitivity—we can usher in a new era of world peace."
The facts are that not everyone deserves to (or should) set the tone for an organization. Not everyone
deserves our friendship, effort and support, and certainly not just anyone should be able to
effect decisions that impact those around them.
We are doing a disservice to ourselves, and to the long term health of our organizations, by allowing

bullies and anti socials to manipulate their way into positions of influence (both formal or otherwise).
If our organizations are to be progressive, healthy and productive, impartial systems need to be put in
place to weed out and remove toxic self serving individuals, who by nature are not capable of creating
or sustaining peace and harmony.

Nullius in verba

Deutsches Freimaurermuseum
'German Freemason Museum'

The Humanism of the Renaissance as the Source of the
Freemason Order
Imperial Journal of Interdisciplinary Research (IJIR)
Vol-2, Issue-8, 2016
Renaissance scholars employed the humanist method in study, and searched for realism and human
emotion in art.
Humanists sought to create a citizenry able to speak and write with eloquence and clarity and thus
capable of engaging in the civic life of their communities and persuading others to virtuous and
prudent actions. This was to be accomplished through the study of the "studio humanitatis", today known
as the humanities: grammar, rhetoric, history, poetry, and moral philosophy.

"Its hard for a man to shoot you, when your shaking his hand."
-Nick Offerman

... by the Lighthouse Beam

"Changing the world can happen anywhere, and anyone can do it... ...If you do these things, the next
generation and the generations that follow will live in a world far better than the one we have today."
1. Start every day with a task completed
2. Find someone to help you
3. Respect everyone
4. Know that life is not fair...
5. ...and You will fail often
6. Take some risks
7.Step up when the times are the toughest
8. Face down the bullies
9. Lift up the downtrodden
10. Never ever give up
Admiral William H McRaven
Commander United States Special Operations Command
August 8, 2011, to August 28, 2014

Administration

NOTICE: Hiram’s Lighthouse is currently looking to expand its Editorial Board, should you or someone
you know be a good candidate, please contacts the editor at hiramslighthouse@gmail.com with a brief
bio.
ADMINISTRATION:
Hiram’s Lighthouse is your newsletter. It is published on the last day of every month. If Hiram’s
Lighthouse does not have the content you would prefer, it is because the editor does not have that content
available. If you want something more, please submit it. Please feel free to offer suggestions,
submissions for … by the Lighthouse Beam, book and film reviews, and topics of Masonic interest.
We also ask all Secretaries and Worshipful Masters to inform their lodge members of the existence of the
newsletter and how to subscribe to it.
Anyone wishing to get on the subscription list should personally send a message to
hiramslighthouse@gmail.com including your full name, lodge and lodge location with a subject of
Newsletter.
To get a notice into the newsletter at least one month before the event, send a message to
hiramslighthouse@gmail.com with all the information and we’ll run it every month until the function is past.

Moving? Changing service providers? Remember to send in your new snail-mail and email addresses to
both your lodge secretary and Hiram’s Lighthouse - hiramslighthouse@gmail.com
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Hiram's Lighthouse
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Toronto, ON, Canada
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